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“Let’s begin,” announced Principal Mellon, “in our 
brand-new entrance hall. I’m sure you’ve all heard the story of last 
year’s Eighth Grade Farewell Assembly. Well, this is what we found 
that day. The foundation of Fairview’s original one-room 
schoolhouse, along with pieces of the Revolutionary War-era 
treasure that was buried beneath it. Throughout the hall, we have 
displays showcasing treasures from Fairview Middle School’s 
passed. Please, take a look around!”

It was the morning of the Sixth Grade Saturday Breakfast, 
and Principal Mellon have never been so proud. His arms were 
extended like compass needles, inviting the crowd to explore the 
school’s shining new entryway. As the group started to disperse, a 
girl named Jamie took a careful step backward toward the 
cafeteria.

“Where are you going?” whispered Charles, a fellow sixth 
grader who sort of knew Jamie from Elementary school.

“On my own tour,” said Jamie. She kept stepping 
backward, slowly separating herself more and more from her mom 
and the rest of the group. 

Charles’s head swung back and forth as he looked from 
Jamie to the group and back to Jamie. “Why?” he whispered. 

“You see that treasure over there,” Jamie asked. “My 
brother found it. He told me about a bunch of cool places inside 
this school, and I’m going to go see them for myself.” 

Charles glanced a few more times from one tour guide to 
the other before finally running to catch up with Jamie. From the 
buzzing crowd in the entrance hall, a teacher wached them slink 
into the cafeteria. 
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Directions
1. Read the story
2. Find the five errors 
3. Mark the errors using the key

Key

Checklist

Question

What does Jamie want to do?
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